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0 Intrusion detection apparatus for local area network.
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0 Intrusion detection is afforded for local area net-

works by including one or more intelligent hub units

connected to the stations in the network. The intel-

ligent hub unit maintains a list of codes identifying

those stations and units connected locally to ports of

the intelligent hub unit. When a station initiates a

message on the network, a source identifier code

unique to the sending station is incorporated in the

message as specified by the standard access pro-

tocol. At the intelligent hub unit, the source identifier

code is recovered from the received message and
the port at which the message was received is

identified. The received source identifier code is

compared with the particular entry in the stored list

of codes corresponding to the identified port. If the

comparisons fail to generate a matching condition

between the source identifier and the particular entry

in the list of codes, then the intelligent hub unit

generates an alarm indicative of an intrusion on the

network.
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Technical Field

This Invention Is related to local area networks

and. more particularly, to apparatus for providing

security on local area networks.

Background of the Invention

Local area networks have experienced a tre-

mendous growth since their introduction. These

networks permit users to have an orderly Intercon-

nection among computer workstation, peripheral

devicesp and other local area networks. Networks

can spread over an area the size of an office or a

building to an area the size of several buildings or

even a campus. Standard topologies such as ring,

star, and bus topologies exist for these networks.

Network communication protocols have been set

by International and domestic standards organiza-

tions.

Communications among the various users on a

particular network are handled so that, In general,

only one user Is permitted to transmit a message
at any given time. Collision avoidance, collision

detection and token passing techniques assure that

this occurs. Entry onto the network is accomplished

merely by augmenting a workstation with a com-
patible network access unit, which usually is In the

form of a computer plug-in circuitry board. When
the network access unit is connected to the net-

work media, communications can commence. Un-

fortunately, this gives rise to a significant security

problem, namely, unauthorized intrusion. Presently,

local area networks are vulnerable to undetectable

intrusions by virtue of their broadcast nature.

Summary of the Invention

Intrusion detection Is afforded for local area

networks by including one or more intelligent hub
units connected to the stations in the network. The
intelligent hub unit maintains a list of codes Iden-

tifying those stations and units connected locally to

ports of the intelligent hub unit. When a station

initiates a message on the network, a source iden-

tifier code unique to the sending station Is Incor-

porated in the message as specified by the stan-

dard access protocol. At the intelligent hub unit, the

source Identifier code is recovered from the re-

ceiv d message and the port at which the message
was received is identified. The received source

identifier code is compared with the particular entry

in the stored list of codes corresponding to the

identified port. If the comparisons fail to generate a

matching condition between th source identifier

and the particular entry in the list of codes, then

th intelligent hub unit generates an alarm indica-

tive of an Intrusion on the network.

Scrambling or alteration of communications

from an Intruding station is accomplished in an-

other embodiment wherein the port identification

permits the hub unit to disable the port on which

5 the message was received in response to the alarm

indication.

Brief Description of the Drawing

10 A more complete understanding of the inven-

tion may be obtained by reading the following

description of specific illustrative embodiments of

the invention in conjunction with the appended

drawing in which:

IS FIGs. 1 and 2 show simplified block diagrams of

exemplary star configured local area networks;

and

FIGs. 3 through 7 show simplified block dia-

grams of logical circuits for realizing an Intel-

20 llgent hub unit in accordance with the principles

of the invention.

Detailed Description

25 In the description which follows, exemplary em-

bodiments are shown for star configured local area

networks and, more particularly, for those networks

which operate according to a promulgated standard

such as an IEEE, for example. These exemplary

30 embodiments are for purposes of illustration, not

for limitation. The principles of the present Inven-

tion are well suited to the wide variety of local area

network configurations. It should be clear after

reading this description that the principles of this

35 invention apply when the data signals on the net-

work include the appropriate address information

such as source or destination address information.

This will become clearer upon a reading of the

description below.

40 FIGs. 1 and 2 show exemplary local area net-

works configured in a star topology. Star networks

have been defined by international standards bod-

ies as in IEEE Standard 802.3 covering Carrier

Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection, for

45 example. A more detailed description of an em-
bodiment of a star network of the type shown in

FIGs. 1 and 2 is given in U. S. Patent 4,674,085

issued June 16, 1987 and AT&T Technology. Vol.

3. No. 1. pp. 32-39 (1988).

50 As shown in FIG. 1, nodes 101 through 104 are

connected to ports 11 through 14. respectively, of

hub unit 10. Nodes 101 through 104 are depicted

as computers or workstations which include an

access unit to provide interconnection on the local

55 area network. A signal originating from node 101

enters port 1 1 of the hub and is broadcast back to

all nodes through their respective ports. Additional

information concerning details of nodes, acc ss

2
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units, and hubs can be obtained from the '085

patent cited above.

Additional complexity in local area networks is

attained by forming a complex star topology. In the

complex star topology, star topology local area

networks are connected as "nodes" in a higher

order local area network as shown in FIG. 2. The
local area networks formed by nodes connected to

hubs 10 and 20 are connected into ports of hub 30.

In addition, stations 105 and 106 are connected

directly to ports 31 and 32, respectively, of hub 30.

In order to understand more fully the aspects of the

present invention, the following description will fo-

cus attention on the connection of hubs and sta-

tions to hub 30.

FIG. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of hub

30. Hub 30 comprises a multiport repeater 36 con-

nected to N port circuits. The port circuits provide

input and output access to the hub from a station

connected to the hub port. For example, station

105 is shown connected to port 0 (port circuit 37)

via pair of transmission lines 31. Port circuit 37

passes the transmitted data signal from the station

to multiport repeater 36 on line DI-0. Multiport

repeater 36 passes the received data signal to the

stations via port circuit 37 on line DO-0. A strobe

signal is supplied to port circuit 37 In order to

assist in capturing address information from the

data signals traversing the port circuit. Rnally, an

alarm signal is output by port circuit 37 to multiport

repeater 36 when port circuit 37 detects intrusion

by an unauthorized user connected to that port

circuit. Additional details concerning an exemplary

embodiment of port circuit 37 are shown in FIGs. 4

and 5. Additional details of relevant portions of

multiport repeater 36 are shown In FIGs. 6 and 7.

A more detailed block diagram representation

of port circuit 37 is shown in FIG, 4. It should be
noted that all other port circuits are substantially

Identical to the port circuit 37. Input transmission

line 31 is connected to transmission line receiver

40 which provides electrical treatment to the data

signal received from station 105. The output trans-

mitted data signal from transmission line receiver

40 is signal DI-0 which is sent to multiport repeater

36. The output received data signal from multiport

repeater 36 Is shown as signal DO-0. This signal is

sent to port circuit 37 and. particularly, to line

driver 41. The output of line driver 31 Is connected

to output transmission line 31 which is connected

back to station 105.

In order to understand the operation of port

circuit 37, it is necessary to describe the. format of

a typical data signal transmitted by a station on the

local area network. The data signal is generally in

the form of a packet which contains a destination

address field, a source address field, and an in-

formation field. The network address of the in-

tended receiving party is placed in the destination

address field. Similarly, the network address of the

originating party Is placed in the source address

field. The message Is contained In the Information

5 field. In general, a start-of-frame (SOF) code pre-

cedes the address fields. For each of the address

fields, a fixed number of bits or. more commonly,

bytes is employed. For example, according to IEEE

Standards 802.3 and 802.4. a packet or media

10 access control frame includes a seven byte pre-

amble followed by a one byte start-of-frame code

followed by six bytes each of destination and

source address fields followed by two bytes of

information concerning the message length fol-

75 lowed by the message In the information field. A
cyclic redundancy check code occupies one byte

at the end of the packet.

As shown in FIG. 4. port circuit 37 also in-

cludes latch 42. port register 43. and hub/station

20 register 44, all connected to control circuit 45.

Latch 42 is a standard serial input shift register

connected to the output of line receiver 40. Latch

42 monitors signal DI-0. When a strobe signal is

received from multiport repeater 36. latch 42 out-

25 puts its contents to control circuit 45. Latch 42 has

sufficient size to hold the necessary number of bits

or bytes to represent the source address of the

data signal from station 105. The strobe signal

generated by multiport repeater 36 is received by

30 latch 42 at the appropriate time instant when all

necessary address bits or bytes have been stored

In latch 42.

Port address register 43 is a standard shift

register or memory element which contains the

35 address information for the station which is au-

thorized for connection to port circuit 37, that is,

the station which is authorized for connection on

port 31 of hub 30 (FIG. 2). The contents of port

register 43 are available to control circuit 45.

40 Control circuit 45 is employed to compare the

authorized source address stored in register 43

with the address captured at the appropriate instant

in latch 42. Provided that the authorized station is

connected to port circuit 37, control circuit 45 will

45 perform a successful match of addresses. In this

case, control circuit 45 does not send an alarm

signal to multiport repeater 36. In the event that an

unauthorized station is connected to port circuit 37,

the source address for the unauthorized station Is

50 captured in latch 42. When the address in latch 42

is compared with the authorized address in register

43. the match fails and control circuit 45 generates

an alarm signal which Is sent to "multiport repeater

36. By generating the alarm in this way, the mul-

55 tiport repeater is made aware of an intrusion de-

tected by the port circuit.

Hub/station register 44 is a standard register or

memory element which contains one or more bits

3
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indicating the type of connection to the port circuit.

It is important, in some cases, for port circuit 37 to

be aware of connections to other hubs, bridges,

routers, and the like. That is, register 44 contains

information indicating that the connection to that

port is either a station or a non-station. Control

circuit 45 utilizes the Information in register 44 to

disable the comparison between addresses in latch

42 and register 43 when the information In register

44 indicates a connection to a non-station.

FIG. 5 shows jamming signal generator 54 con-

nected to one terminal 52 of switch 51 while line

DO-0 is connected to the other terminal 53 of

switch 51 . The output of switch 51 is connected to

line driver 41 in port circuit 37. The position of

switch 51 is determined by the state of the alarm

signal generated by the control circuit 45. When
the alarm signal is generated, the switch is placed

in a position to cause jamming of subsequent mes-

sages without disturbing the network protocol.

In FIG. 6. relays 61 and 62 are placed In the

input and output paths, respectively, between the

port circuit 37 and multiport repeater 36. When the

alarm signal Is generated, the normally closed re-

lays are opened to disconnect the unauthorized

station from the port circuit and the hub.

FIG. 7 shows an exemplary circuit for generat-

ing the strobe signal In multiport repeater 36. The
circuit includes a serial connection of multiport

repeater controller 71. Manchester decoder 72,

start of-frame detector 73 and byte counter circuit

74. Multiport repeater controller 71 is of the type

described in the AT&T data sheet for the T7200

multiport repeater unit controller which is used pri-

marily for Manchester encoded data in local area

networks realized according to IEEE Standard

802.3. An output signal available from controller 71

is the Manchester received data (MRXD). Addi-

tional information concerning interfacing to the

T7200 circuit is found in an application note en-

titled "Attachment Unit Interfacing for the T7200
MPR". This output signal is supplied to a standard

Manchester decoder which is employed for re-

covering the uncoded data and a clock signal simi-

lar to signal MCLK. Once the data are decoded,

start-of-fframe detector 73 examines the preamble

and start-of-frame sequences and notifies byte

counter circuit 74 when a valid start-of-frame code
has been received. Byte counter circuit 74 begins

counting in either bit or byte increments until a
count is reached for the total number of bits or

bytes occurring between the end of the start-of-

frame code and the end of the source address

field. This insures that the source address is cap-

tured from line DO-0 into latch 42. When the prop-

er count Is reached, byte counter circuit 74 gen-

erates a strobe signal which Is supplied to th port

circuit.

Various other embodiments for realizing the

principles of this invention are contemplated. For

example, a centralized memory containing a list of

source addresses for the hub can be used to

5 replace the plurality of port address registers in the

port circuits. Of course, the source addresses must

be referenced to the port to which they are con-

nected. As described above, various jamming and

squelching techniques may be employed to insure

10 protection of message privacy. Moreover, the port

disable function of the T7200 may be utilized in

response to an appropriately generated alarm sig-

nal.

15 Claims

1. Hub arrangement for providing security on a

local area network in which a plurality of sta-

tions are interconnected, the arrangement

20 comprising.

a plurality of ports for connecting the plu-

rality of stations to the hub arrangement,

means for storing a plurality of source

identifiers, each source identifier referenced to

25 a unique location of the individual port to which

the individual station Is connected,

means for determining location of one ac-

tive port of the plurality of ports In response to

a message received by the port,

30 means responsive to the message activity

for extracting a transmitted source Identifier

from the message,

means for comparing the transmitted

source identifier to the stored source identifier

36 corresponding to the active port location to

generate an alarm indication when the trans-

mitted source identifier fails to match the

stored source identifier.

40 2. The hub arrangement as defined In claim 1

further comprising means responsive to the

alarm indication for disabling message activity

from the active port.

45 3. The hub arrangement as defined In claim 1

further comprising means for suppressing the

alarm indication.

4. Hub arrangement for providing security on a

50 local area network in which a plurality of sta-

fions are interconnected, the arrangement

comprising,

a plurality of ports for connecting the plu-

rality of stations to the hub arrangement,

55 means for storing a plurality of source

identifiers, each source Identifier referenced to

a unique location of the Individual port to which

the individual station is connected.

4
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means for determining location of one ac-

tive port of the plurality of ports in response to

a message received by the port.

means responsive to the message for ex-

tracting a transmitted source identifier from the 5

message,

means for comparing the transmitted

source identifier to the stored source identifier

corresponding to the active port location to

alter message activity from the active port io

when the transmitted source identifier fails to

match the stored source identifier.

5. The hub arrangement as defined in claim 4

further comprising means responsive to the i5

alarm indication for disabling message activity

from the active port.

6. The hub arrangement as defined in claim 4

further comprising means for suppressing the 20

alarm Indication.

25
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